Consider the difference equations (2) We establish a comparison result according to which, when m is odd, every solution of Eq.(1) oscillates provided that every solution of Eq.(2) oscillates and, when m is even, every bounded solution of Eq.(1) oscillates provided that every bounded solution of Eq.(2) oscillates. We also establish a linearized oscillation theorem accordin to which, when m is odd, every solution of Eq.(1) oscillates if and only if every solution of an associated linear equation Amz n + (-1)m+lpzn_k O, n O, 1 (') oscillates and, when m is even, every bounded solution of Eq.(1) oscillates if and only if every bounded solution of (*) oscillates.
, [$] and [9] and the references cited therein.
SOME BASIC LF
In this section we will present some basic lemmas which are interestln in their own rights and which will be used in the proofs of the main theorems in Sections 3, 4 and $. The first lemma is a special case of a general result which was established in oscillates if and only if one of the following condition is satisfied:
(i) m is even and q > O;
(ii) m is even, q (-, -1] and k O; (iii) m is even, q (-, mmkk and k 1; Finally when (2.6) holds, one can see that z. q/2 is a good oholce. The proof complete.
By usi Lena 2 and by an argent similar to hat In the proof of Lena 3 we can easily establish the followi resul. The proof will be omitted. It is clear that T is monotone in the sense that if x (1) x (2) X and x (1) x (2) (that is, xn(1) Xn(2) for n >_-N') then Tx (1) -_ < Tx (2) . Note that Ty < y and so xX implies Tx -<_ Ty =< y. Thus T: X 9 X. We now define the following sequence on X: and n+t E qi 0 for n sufflciently large.
(3.3) i---n+1 3uppose also that every solution of Eq.(1.2) oscillates. Then every solution of Eq.(1.1) also oscillates. PROOF. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that Eq.(1.1) has a nonoscillatory solution [Xn). We will assume that (x n} is eventually positive. The case where (x n] is eventually negative is similar and will be omitted. By lemma 6, we see that (2.21) and (2.22) hold. Hence, there exist a positive number o and a positive integer n such that 0 < x n _ -< o for n > _n,-k and f or g is nondecreasinc in [0, ]. T.hen by using (3.1) and (3.2) we obtain Amxn + qng(Xn_) =< O, n >= n,.
By summing both sides of this inequality from m to Lnfinity and by using (2.22) we find -Am-lxn +l=n qizg(xi-=< O.
By repeating the same procedure n times and by noting the fact that m is odd we are led to the inequality iz--n i,=i z im=im_z Clearly {x n} is a decreasing positive sequence which tends to zero as n @ . Hence Amxn -qng(Xn_g) )= 0 for n >= nz.
By summing both sides of this inequality m times from n to infinity, by using (2.30) and by noting the fact that m is even we are led to the inequality iz--n iz=i z im=im_ m PROOF. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that Eq.(1.1) has a nonosclllatory solution {x n}. We will assume that {x n} is eventually positive. The case where |x n} is eventually negative is similar and will be omitted. By Lemma 6, (2.21) and (2.22) hold. Now for n sufflciently large we rewrite Eq. By an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3 and by notin that m is even we see that the difference equation Then by noting that m is even and by an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 5 we find that Eq.(1.1) has a bounded positive solution. The proof of the theorem is complete.
Finally by combining Theorem 4 and 6 we obtain the following necessary and sufficient condition for the oscillation of every bounded solution of Eq. (I.I) when n is even. 
